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$500 million road bond passes
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - A$500
million road bond authorization and two
other constitutional amendments passed
easily while sheriff succession won
ratification by amuch closer margin in
the West Virginia special election
Tuesday.
In a very light turncut, voters overwhelmingly approved a Homestead
amendment granting property tax relief
to elderly home-owners and an
authori7.ation for bonus payments to the
state'
s Vietnam
warof the
veterans.
With over
75 per cent
pollmg places
reported, the ratification margins were
running better than 6 to 1 for the
Homestead amendment and 5to 1for the
bonus.
Winning ratification by a less spectacular but still lopsided margin was the
largest road bond authori7.ation in the
state's history, the prime election goal of
Gov. Arch A. Moore Jr. and his state
administration.
With results reported from 2,005 of the
state's 2,377 precincts, the vote in favor
of the road bond measure was 143, 995 to
53, 197.
The amendment to let sheriffs succeed
themselves , defeated in somewhat
different f<!rm 11 years ago, held aclose
but
wideningthrough
margin
in favornightof
ratification
the Tuesday
tabulation. The totals were 105,976
for the amendment and 88,9111 against it.

•

only about 20 per cent
ofregistered
. Ittheappeared
state's slightly over one million
voters turned out for the
unprecedented special election, held
exclusively for ratification votes on the
four
amendments.votesAllin
prior constitutional
constitutional amendment
the state's history took place in general
elections.
The total in favor of the road bond issue
was swelled by especially favorable
votes in areas where terms of the
amendment earmark portioru: of the $500
million for spending. These include Ohio
River counties, where $50 million of the
authorization is earmarked for
upgrading W.Va. 2, and counties across
southern West Virginia , where $50
million is earmarked for modernizing
U.S. 52.
Governor Arch Moore said he was
"extremely well pleased" with the
election outcome and termed the "vote
in general a vote of confidence in the
state."
Highway Commissioner William S.
Ritchie Jr. said he was "real pleased" by
approval of the road bond amendment
and added: "I think it will give us a
chance to do what we want to do,
especially the bridge replacements
together with tying the't'est of the state
into the asInterstate
and Appalachian
systems
well as completing
them."
The road bond amendment trailed in

the Eastern Panhandle counties of
Hardy, Jefferson , Hampshire and
Pendleton and four or five rural counties
elsewhere. The Eastern Panhandle is
not among areas ticketed for specific
highway
improvements
by thein theamendment
although
it would share
more
loosely earmarked outlays, such as $120
million to replace or renovate old
bridges, $50 million to modernize
trunkline and feeder roads, and $100
million to upgrade state and local service
roads. The amendment also provides
$130 million of the bond issue proceeds
for completing the Appalachian systen,.
The sheriff succession proposal won
despite trailing in Fayette, Raleigh and
Hancock among the more populous
counties as well as in about a dozen
largely rural counties.
In other results around the nation,
Democrat Brendan T. Byrne swept to a
landslide victory in New Jersey, while
conservative
Republican
MillsleadE.in
Godwin Jr. maintained
a narrow
Virginia as returns poured in Tuesday
night from the nation's two off year
governor'
s races.
In Virginia
Godwin moved into the lead
over
Lt. Gov.opponent.
Henry E. Howell
Jr., hisliberal
independent
With politicians and analysts w~tching
for signs of a Watergate impact,

Democrats appeared to be making a
strong
In Newshowing.
York City, veteran Democratic
Comptroller Abraham D. Beame easily
defeated three opponents to win the
mayoralty held for eight years by John
V. Lindsay, who did not seek re-election.
The 67-year -old Beame will be New York
City'
s firstJersey,
Jewishwhere
mayor.
In New
Byrne piled up a
record-br.eaking margin and led
Democrats to control of both houses of
the legislature, a party leader claimed
the victory stemmed from widespread
voter dissatisfaction with President
Nixon over Watergate and other matters.
Asimilar claim came from Kentucky ,
where Democrats retained the Louisville
mayorality and swept five offices in
neighboring Jefferson County.
mayoralty
In Philadelphia, Democrats recaptured two major city offices. F. Emmett
Fitzpatrick
two-term
Republican
District Atty.oustedArlen
Specter
after a
campaign in which he denounced
Specter's role as Nixon's 1972 Pennsylvania campaign head.
In Minneapolis, Democrat Al Hofstede,
a 33 -year-old former alderman, upset
two-term independent Mayor Charles
Stenvig, aformer police detective
who was seeking athird term.

University Council opens doors to press
By DENNIS FERRELL
SU1ff reporter

University Council, the executive
committee
of the faculty,
voted Tuesday
to open its meetings
to reporters
of the
campus newspaper.
The Council, chaired by Dr. Sam
Clagg, professor of geography, acted
after
Fisher, South ofPoint,
seniorBruce
and editor-in-<!hief
The Ohio,
Partheon,
appearedbebefore
theactivities
group asking
that
meetings
open
so
be reoorted In the campus press. could
"I spoke with Dr. Barker, (MU
President John G. Barker) as not opposing open meetings," Fisher said.
"We
understandandthepresented
decisions. to. . are
recommended
Dr.
Barker for his approval or disapproval.
"Our position is rather than having the
people on campus find out the results of
meetings after they're approved by the
committee, we would rather have the
right to know what's going on. It's our
job to present them with this information. "
Dr. Edward S. Hanrahan, chairman of
the
Chemistry,
FisherDepartment
if problemsofwou1<1
resUlt ifasked
The
Parthenon printed information before

pected areporter from The Parthenon to
be present.
Fisher said he had no plans to surprise the committee by bringing a
reporter to the meeting.
·•i will take over the note taking if you
ask him to leave, "Fisher said. "Ground
rules do need to be established to form
guides lines on things to be off the record.
Idon't see any problems with that.
Ihave no knowledge of any reporter
"iolating
that confidence. We don't have
reporters sneaking around. Our job ls to
report activities going on on this campus."
Robert H. Eddins, registrar and
secretary for the Council, expressed
doubt
of accuracy in covering the
meetings.
"The
judgment
appearstoisbelefta
to a student
who ofis what
In training
reporter who may or may not have the
expertise," Eddins said. "It could limit
debate. I've said some things here I
would not want to get out of this room.
"Here lies the danger in Inhibiting and
limiting the types of expressions that
would be made."
Dr. Robert D. Olson, professor speech
The presence of a reporter at the and council member, also cited the
meeting brought comment from Dr. dangers of having reporters use verClagg and other Council members.
batim quotes to improve appearance of
Dr. Clagg indicated he had not ex- stories in the newspaper. H~~init would

Dr. Barker received. council reccommendations.
Fisher said Dr. Barker had never
mad~ this comment to him.
The editor said rather than "handcuffing the press" and using this as a
.-Jiethoughtforthe committee
closed meetings
that
should have
open meetings, but that Dr. Baker also
should receive the Information quickly.
He said he didn't think Dr. Barker
have to read about Council actions
inshould
the press.
Dr.
said he found
Fisher'Clagg
s premise.
"Whena fallacy
we arein
deliberating we are not in the dark,"
Clagg said. "I'm ronstantly getting• ,
input. Nobody in this room ever operates
in the dark or on their own."
' "I see,no reason why the student body
and
shouldplace,"
no haveFisher
access administration
to what is taking
replied. "This is not the National
Security Council. As a general rule I
b.:lieve the matters being considered by
most committees, and this committee
particularly, are of importance to the
University community."
~~n

be easy who
for were
a reporter
to anmisquote
members
discussing
issue.
Dr. Hanrahan proposed giving minutes
of the meetings to reporters. "What
dimensions would areporter's presence
add to the story?" he askl''1.
Fisher said, "Conflicting v1ewi. are
important to give readers options.
Minutes are not availabel to student
reporters.
"For acommitt~
this nature
to hold
cloaed
ls toofpresent
asuspicious
nature meetings
of the committee."
Eddins questioned Fisher about his
knowledge
of the University Council and
its operations.
"You decide if proposals should be
forwarded to other committees, policy
decisions-I'm not really sure. Very few
people know what it's functions are,"
Fisher replied.
WhenDr.members
stoppedhimquestioning
Fisher,
Clagg Informed
he would
let The Parthenon know when adecision
is reached.
About one hour later, The Parthenon
received
a Fisher
call was
fromnot inDr.
Clagg'
ssecretary.
his
officenat the time ,but returned the call.
The secretary informed him the
University Council had voted to allow
reporters to cover future meetings.

President Barker denies 'wholesale firings'
HUNTINGTON (AP)- Marshall
University President John Barker took
issue Tuesday with afacult· member
who charged Barker had conducted
"wholesale firings" of professors and
w~s not responsive to recommendations
from facult_y committees.
Barker denied there had been any
wholesale firings at Marshall and said he
did"...everytime
not feel Dr.
compelled
respond
Jenningstodecides
to
attract some attention to himself."
"But...that's the problem," Dr. Louis
B. Jennings had said the day before.
"He never responds to anything."

head ofat the
Department
ofDr.BibleJennings,
and Religion
Marshall,
stood
before ameeting of the school's liberal
arts
faculty last week and said he was
resigning
from
the
post
on
the
school'
faculty personnel committee. He said hes
was quitting because he considered it a
disservice to serve on acommittee that
was virtually ignored by the administration.
From May 19,1 to May 1973, he
charged, the committee-which deals with
such matters as tenure salary
promontions and so forth-had made 17
seperate recommendations to Barker.
Ofthese,he said,five were approved, two

were
denied and 10 received no response faculty meeting at which Dr. Jennings
whatsoever.
hissaid
remarks.
Dr.
Jennings
referred
the hadDr.made
Harbold
reporters should have
dismissal
of Ors.also
Michael
Bottinoto and
asked permission to attend the meeting.
Jane
Schleicher
and
said
Barker
had
"It'
s
a
matter
of
professional ethics and
refused numerous request to explain why courtesy," he added.
theThetwodismissal
were forced
leave Marshall.
of Dr.toBottino,
ageology
professor, resulted in the American
Association
of
University
Professors
censuring Marshall for stifling academic
freedom
on campus.
Meanwhile
Dr. George Harbold, dean
ofMarshall,
the College of Arts and Sciences at
said he was upset that
reporters from the school's newspaper,
The Parthenon, had reported on the

As for Dr. Jennings the dean said: "I
have to assume
certainly
speaks hewithis sincere.
sincerityHe and
dedication . Idon't have the Information
he bases his contentions on you see. I
don't have any communications Indicating there has been a breakdown
between
the committee and Dr. Barker,
which
been." he, Jennings, claims there has

Making that one last catch
With cold weather fast approaching, coed Judy Osborne makes use of what
warm weather is left by playing football on central field. Students who wish to
make use of the warm temperatures should slip on the old sneakers and get out
while the National Weather Service is predicting sunny skies and warmer
weather for today. (Photo by BILL WILLIAMS)

Nixon energy talk tonight
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Nixon will discuss the mounting energy
problem and outline new conservation
proposals in atelevision radio address to
the nation tonight, White House aides
said.
Nixou deciued
the
national
broadcastTuesday
after hetowasmake
advised
by akey aide that voluntary measures
would fallcrisis.
short of preventing a fuel
,hortage

Nixon met with his Cabinet to discuss
the cut-off of Arab oil imports. He will
meet with Democratic and Republican
leaders of Congress on the sa~e subject
this morning.
The ofWhite
House said
series
suggestions
and Nixon
actions"plansto be"a
accomplished administratively and
through legislation.

MILTON, W. Va. (AP)- Gary Saunders, who escaped from the West
Virginia Penitentary Monday, surrendered here Tuesday at the home of his 18year-old bride, whom he married last
December in the prison's first behind
bars weddin~.
Prison officials had said Saunders and
Fielder-•who was serving alife sentence
for a Mercer county murder-were considered dangerous.
The elder Saunders disagreed, "My
boy is not
wouldn'
t hurtdangerous,"
anybody. heHesaid.
was "He
just
influenced by that other fellow."
Saunders
said
that
after
escaping,
son headed directly for the home hisof
Debra's parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.N.
Scarberry of Milton.
"The warden called the house two or
three Saunders
times whilesaid.I was
withboymyto
·son,"
"Hethere
told my
come on back. He was really dreading it
but
they
all
piled
into
the
car and headed
back."
Saunders was sentenced to 10 years on an
armed robbery conviction. He and his
wife were aided by Mrs. Smirl after Gary
wrote
her asking for her aid in giving

their infant daughter the protection of a
father's na.-ne.
Meanwhile,in Lincoln
officals County,
said Fielder,
Woodsville
remainedof
at large Tuesday afternoon. Police
officials in southern West Virginia,
Kentucky and Ohio were alerted to be on
the look out for hiin.
Saunders gave himself up to Rep. Jody
Smirl, R-Oibell, who last year was in~ental in persuading officials to
allow the wedding, first in the prison's
105-year
history.
So, slightly
more than 24 hours after he
and another inm~te allegedly pulled
home made knives on aguard, the 20year-old Saunders was en route back to
Moundsville.
accompanied
by
Mrs. Smirl; hisHewife;wasDebra;
his mother,
Mrs. Ruth Saunders; and Milton Constable. Bill Brooks.
"They left shortly after noon," said
Gary'shther,
Saunders
tington.
"He George
was nervous
and oftoreHunup
and wore out."
·
Saunders said his son evidently hitchhiked from Moundsville to Milton and
had seperated from Edward Lee
Fielder, 31.

Escapee returns home;
surrenders at wife's home

AP world news roundup-----------------------

lndustrial leaders in Japan seek investments in W.Va.

CHARLESTON (AP)-Japanese Ambassador Masae Sawaki
Tuesday seeking
said business and
Industrialin leaders
in Japan
actively
the United
States, are
but
that West Virginiacapital
"is in ainvestment
very keen competitive
situation."
Sawaki headed a delagation of Japanese officials and
businessmen visiting West Virginia Monday and Tuesday to
reciprocate Gov. Arch A, Moore Jr.'s trade mission to Japan
last
month,theand
continue to opening communication channels
between
twotogovernments.
•'Although we do not know what kind of enterprises are aiming
at investment here, Japanese industry and business , with the
devaluation of the Japanese yen, are looking for greater investment abroad," Aswaki told reporters at a morning new
conference.
He noted that 85 per cent of the coal imported by Japan comes
from West Virginia mines, but dealth more with the expansion
ofVirginia
Japanese
andexports
other than with the capital investment of West
"The general tendency of Japanese investment abroad is to
seek joint ventures," he said. "It should be acombination of
national and
and itsforeign
country
waysmoney,
best." since a native country ·kIIOws 'ms
Sawaki said Union 'Carbide and FMC Corp. among others
have
joint
ventures
in
Japan
that no such cooperative efforb
currently exsist In the UnitedbutStates.
The Japanese delagation spent most of Monday touring
Eastern Associated Coal Carp's Keystone No. 5mine at Affinity

inlaterRaleigh
County.
MoorehisJapanese
. scheduled
news conference
Tuesday
to discuss
businessavisit.
He noted that 85 per cent of coal imported by Japan comes from
West Virginia mines, but dealt more with the expansion of
Japanese exports than with the capital investment West
Virginia and many other states are vigorously seeking from the
Japanese.
Alex Lawrence, director of the industrial development for the
state Department of Commerece, said the October trade
mission sought "to lay some groundwork , to become fimillar
with Japanese trading companies , and to seek an increase In
exports which means more jobs."
But
he cautioned
not expect
any inquick
vestment
of Japanese
Investment
Westannouncement
Virginia. of In"I honestly couldn't tell you we're going to have an industry
here in the next six months...we're just trying to do the things
necessary to make this happen.''
said anyinJapanese
investment
wouldcapital
be in theintoformex-a
ofSawaki
joint venture,
effect Infusi
ng Japanese
sisting United ~tates industrial operations.

Kissinger-Hassan confer
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger conferred Tuesday
with
ng Hassanto IITunisia
of Morocco
before taking
Middle East
peaceKimission
and E2Vt>t.
Israelhisreported
new

clashes with Egyptian forces on tne cease-fire front.
Arab leaders at the same time were conferring buisly.
Diplomatic sources in Beirut reported that an Arab summit
inconference
Algiers. has been scheduled tentatively for mid-November
King
of Jordan,
known
to favor
asummit
of Arab
heads
ofHussein
state, flew
Arabia
for the
latest top-level
Arab consultation
toto·be Saudi
announced.
Kissinger's tour of Arab capitals began Monday night with
his arrival in Rabat, where he had amidnight meeting with
Has.,an, AU.S. spokesman said the talk was "widManging
and
very friendly."
Kissinger was to fly to Tunis later Tuesday for atalk with
President Habib Bourguiba and then continue on to Cairo
Tuesday nildlt.
Egyptian government spokesman Ahmed Anis said in Cairo
that
Kissinger'importance."
s talks with President Anwar Sadat would be of
' paramount

Mrs. Theresa Milsap, 25, was missiing ·from her home at the
community of Dehue, and her four-year-old son Andre was
listed
satisfactory condition at aLogan hosptial after being
brutallyin beaten.
State police said the missing woman's husband, John
Milsap, told them he returned home Sunday about 3a.m. affter
spending time at aclub, and found his wife missing and his son
had been beaten.
Atrooper said there was blood on the floor of the bedrooom
where Mrs. Milsap had been sleeping, and that blood was
spattered on thew~ and soaked into the bed.

Search on for Logan mother

·"We can't be certain that Mrs. Milsap is dead," Trooper
Marty Allen said. "But from the amount of blood found in the
bedroom, we feel safe in saying that something serious has
happened. We also think the child could have awakened when
his mother was in trouble and wandered into the bedroom
where someone beat him."

LOGAN (AP)
State police continued
an Investigation
into th'-! disappearance
of aLoganTuesday
COUnty woman
from her hlnntl "lnAttered home.

He said the child appeared to have been struck in the face
and neck
aflathasobject.
"In. fact,,"his
throat was struck so
liard
that with
his voice
been affpt'ff'tf
Alli>n oallf

page 2
letters

ths parthenon editorial:

opening cou~I
adds
responsibility
The free flow of information from those in

authority to the general public is often blocked
by obstacles
placedfrombefore
the print.
press that
prevents
the truth
reaching
One
such obstacle is exclusion of reporters from
meetings of committees sponsored by public
institutions.
University Council, which serves as the faculty
executiw committee, has for years conducted
closed
media sessions
have beenin which
barred.representatives of the
Tuesday, however, the members of the Council
met with the editor of this paper and after
listening
his toarguments
supporting
open
meetings, tovoted
allow coverage
of their
meetings by The Parthenon.
We believe that their decision was proper and
offers further
evidenceis that
thetoward
governing
structure
of this campl.16
moving
more
open and free exchange of ideas with all
segments of the University community.
Now the burden has been passed to the press to
report the activities
for thisasandtruthfully
all otherand
organizations
and individuals
fairly as possible. It has always been our purpose and intent to do just this, and the added duty
of reporting the University Council should increase
our efforts
towardof this
thatgroup'
end. s meetings
Hopefully
the opening_
will provide added insight the operation of
Marshall University which will improve understanding among the factions which tend to
work against , rather than for, the betterment of
this institution of higher learning.

f. oul'l lfl
leaders 1nust
embody trust·
.

Trust: When
one basic
valueis any
group theexpects
leader.
this trust
betrayed,
groupofcanits
only
react
with
hurt
and
denial
of
all
feelings
of
respect for both itself and its leader.
The group no longer respects itself because it has
been the victim of poor choosing, of not looking into
the personality of the leader closely enough to
determine his goals and values, of just being foolish.
Respect for ofthedoing
leaderwhatdissolves
responsibility
is best foralso.theGiven
group,theof
sharing important decisions with it, of being completely truthful with the group in all actions is only
the least expected of a leader in ademocraticallygeared
group.in the
Should
expectations be unfulfilled--trust
leadertheseis lost.
President Richard M. Nixon has failed to maintain
the public trust. His recent actions over the missing
tapes in the Watergate affair has only increased the
number
people. of injustices he has made to the American
What can be done about this loss of trust? Among
cries of impeachment comes a more moderate, but
vitally
important resolution to the problem-resignation.
A
large
numberwhich
of newspapers
throughout the
the
country, some
formerly endorsed
President are calling for this solution.
It seems to be the only way out.
Impeachment of aPresident of the United States
would
result in traumatic
upheavalfailure
in theofcountry.
is an admittance
of nationwide
the publicIt
which could be extremely depressing.
But resignation of the President, voluntarily, might
restore some public faith. It would allow the country
to be rid of a leader who has demonstrated much
disregard for his followers' beliefs. And it would
allow the public to have a little faith restored,
knowing they had placed aman in office who had the
dignity to step down when he was no longer wanted.
The decreasing percentage of trust placed in the
President, as indicated in the recent Gallup
Poll, only reinforces the fact that the public wants a
new leader.
Nixon, who as any other person in office claims to
want tobydoresigning
the best forandthestopping
people. the
Let him
provefrom
this
claim
country
continuing 38 months under an administration gloomridden with doubt.

, ,., ..
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energy
research
-to the point still ti111e to avoid disaster
'

Imagine pulling into agas station and asking the attendant
to put $2 worth of gasoline into the car's tank, and he puts in
two gallons.
Although gasoline does not yet seli for adollar per gallon in
the United States, some government and business officials
are predicting that it may within ayear.
There are numerous reasons why the cost of petrole4m
products are clibing steadily, but the most basic, of course, is
thatThetheMiddle
supply of crude
oil isalmost
dwindling rapidly.
war has
of oil from
the Arab statesEast
because
of Americanstopped
supporttheofflow
Israel.
In addition, the Arabs have threatened to cut off the oil
supplies to other nations which relay crude oil refined
petroleum to the U.S. This has not only.significantly reduced
the amount of oil reaching this country, but nations such as
Candada
increasedandtheshipped
prices
and
taxesandon Venezuela
oil producedhavein recently
those countries
abroad.
The problem does not lie solely with the scarcity of foreign
sources of oil, however. The vast reserves of oil discovered
several years ago in northern Alaska are still largely untapped due to delays in Congress over approva of Alaskan
pipeline.
Unfortunately,
oil is being
not depleated
the only byenergy
producing
resource
thl3.t is quickly
this country.
Gas
in now in such short supply that most gas companies will no
longer add to the number of customers which they serve.

_.,,..,,

··•

It is clear that this nation is on the brink of one of the most
serious crises it has ever faced. Without the energy to make it
go, the gigantic innustrial complex which is the United States
will cease tofu. nand life as we now know it will end.
The fault for this is twofold. First, it is the fault of the
general
public for
warnings
and
ecologists
for ignoring
the past thedecade
or moreissued
that byourscientists
natural
resources would soon be depleated and alternate energy
stystems would have to be devised.
Second, andthatmostit hasimportant,
it isthese
the same
fault ofwarnings
the federal
govetnment
not heeded
and
begun awell-funded program toward development of these
new energy methods.
It seems very difficult for the government to take decisive
action on anything until conditions deteriorate to the point
that failure to act will bring almost certain calamity. We
have now reached that point in the energy crisis.
West Virginia's Sen. Jennings Randolph and fellow
Dernocrat Sen.Henry M. Jackson of Washington introduced
last week in the Senate abill which would spend $20 billion to
develop methods of converting coal into liquid and gaseous
fuels.
This type of research in addition to investigating increased
use of nuclear
offunds
electricity
is long
overdue,now
but
failure
to disaster
pourgeneration
sufficient
into these
programs
co1.,dd spell
for this country.

nixon and the press:
alowe-..hate relationship

Presidentof Nixon
again sa)!ing·
accusedin television
news press
commentators
biased has
reporting,
his most recent
conference
he
has
"never
seen
such
outrageous,
vicious,
distorted reporting" as during the recent White House tape
controversy.
Nixon's attitude toward journalism is so well-known and he has
complained so often about alleged media bias, that it may be
rather boring to discuss the subject any more.
Since the President is willing, however, to make many important
speeches
on the why
samehetelevision
networks
he mistrusts, it
is interesting
to wonder
made his recent
comments.
Certainly Nixon has used the media as many times as any other
president and he has made televised speeches as often as any
other man in public life.
For example, when it became apparent last spring that
members of the White House staff were trying to cover up the
Watergate
scandal, Nixon was forced to fire H.R.Haldeman and
John Erlichman.
Nixon then spoke to the nation about the dismissal of the two
aides and said the investigation which led to the firing was caused
in part by the vigorous "free press."
But now prejudiced
Nixon thinksagainst
the press-including
the the
television
networks-are
him for following
tape crisis
whith the same aggressive reporting used when the scandal was
uncovered.
can attack
do agreat
to explain Nixon's ideas
andThishiscontradiction
press conference
on thedealmedia.
The President's hostility toward the press goes much deeper
than momentary irritation caused by Watergate or the court
battle for his secret tapes.

From the beginning of his political career Nixon has thought the
press opposes him for personal reasons and has been unfair in
reporting his actions.
This belief was very apparent during the Alger Hiss case, the
1952 campaign contributions incident, and Nixon's defeat when he
ran for governor of California in 1962.
Mistrust between Nixon and the press continued even after he·
was elected president in 1968, flaring again in the 1970 electioo.
In his first five years in office Nixon seldom held press conferences, preferring to make decisions in private and then announce them in his speeches.
Those speeches have been carefully worded to influence the
country to support his policies, as in the 1970 decision to invade
Cambodia. And again, when the press criticized the speeches,
Nixon accused them of distortion.
This is avery time -honored, and avery time-worn, tactic. But
now it is no longer possible for Nixon to solve his problems with a
televised speech. He cannot make the country support him by
attacking dissent.
Still, instead of trying to repair his administration and restore
public confi!ience by genuine reform,Nixon claims his difficulties
are caused by the press. With this in mind, his comments are
very understandable.
Nixon approves television when he thinks he can use it to rally
support but thinks it is vicious when commentators oppose his
actions. He supports afree press when it may help him, but
favors censorship when it will not.
0

•
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llefencllng the press

To the editor:
It is ironic that asmJt!1,~ must come to

r#llerl
viewpoirif
---

the side of the press after the editor-inchief
The Parthenon
ioi.ued President
.
. .,
Nixon'ofs attack
on intht!Wednesrlay'
~lie~ert!y
partisan
electronic
media
s issue.of
That
editorial,
boti,
in
the
appraisals
its author and his supportive quotations,
seemed
to bolsterdeclarations
its argumentsthat
with the
the
most general
electronic
media
is
seething
with
liberals. orReaders
werestatements,
left with but
not
qualified
quantified
rather
enlightening
obervations
such as
the
one
from
Howard
K.
Smith:
mater
"Liberals, by definition, have strong
leftward bias."
To the editor:
I haveissue
just ofcompleted
the
Nixon does
current
your paperreading
and was
notIn light
seemof topastbepresidents,
the maligned
and moved
to write
aresponse
toMr.
the Fogus
letter
crucified
victim
that
he
and
our
paper
by
William
Fogus.
I
feel
that
would
Lyndon Johnson,
should
first of allI, too,
look at himseH
and
as Mr.have
Fisherusso,didbelieve.
note,
endured,
perhaps
then proceed.
deservedly
an extremely
Marshall
and let me was
sayaIstudent
was notat
press.
Yet his administration
didhostile
not promised
anything nor was Marshall
partake
in assaults onofthetheintegrity
obligated
to me in any
wayenlightenment
other than to
overall
performance
media.onlyand
offer
opportunities
for my
On
the
other
hand,
one
need
go
and
these
were
many-so
many
back about eighteen months to the that as I look back
I
only
wish inI fact
had
President's trips to Cllina and the Soviet taken more time to at least
acquaint
Union
to
view
virtual
media
adulation
of
myseH
with
the
offerings.
I
now
feel
and
Nixon.
Does
anyone
fail
to
recall
the
felt thatBy any
drawbacks
deluge of China specials from politics to have
were myalways
own fault.
the way,
Icatch
still
acupuncture
that
overwhelmed
both
the
enjoy
the
opportunities
to
stop
by,
printedin and
that U!) alittle and refresh myseH with the
point
time"?electronic
Those media
accolades"atcould
step"'
hardly the
haveDemocratic
come at aprimaries
better time-of friendliness
professors of Ithose
proudly"outsayofI am
glad
during
to have been able to make the
spring '72. These memories easily acquaintance
of Marshall and hope that I
restrain
me
from
picturing
corresponbe able to continue in her unseHish
dents busily plotting the destruction of may
President Nixon from the day of his fellowship for many, many more years.
inauguration.
Now, in light of the scandals, it is ob- Mac Hall
vious
was notthetheWatergate
press who
Principal
burgledthatanditbugged
of-,i South
Point Jr. Nigh School.
fices;
destroyed
evidence;
committed
perjury; illegally broke into Daniel et
Ellsberg's psychiatrist's office; obstructed
paid off the To the editor:
convicted investigations;
felons;
and fired
General,
his deputy,
and thetheAttorney
special
of thethis
staff of Et CeteratoI
prosecutor-as
well as innumerable
other As amember
to take
misdeeds. These came at the hands of would
expresslikea strong
objectionopportunity
to the path
members
of the Nixon
administration
being followed
by This
the body
Studentis rapidly
Center
and
hisincredible
re-election
committee.
In alltheof Governing
Board.
these
revelations,
I
find
converting
the
Student
Center
into anin
job done by the electronic media to in- administration center. The point
form
the publicavery
of theadmirable
complexities
in- student
·=4uestionmagazine
is officewhich
space isforintended
Et Cetera,
volved,
one. unasforaa
But Mr.to beFisher
writes that "The
means
of
literary
expression
students. andIt isiswritten
staffedbyentirely
fortunate against
aspect Nixon
of thisis biased
news students
coverage
that it could
students.by
lead
tois desperately
a reductionneeded
in press
freedom sonal
Qespitehavethisbeenfact,
administrative
pergiven
higher
priority
which
to
maintain
the allocation of office space
in thein
the
other liberties
which this
country
has center.
traditionally
offered."
That'
s
entirely
possible. Nixon is probably capable of One wonders if all student organizations
dealing
with and
the press
as he did
withCox.
Mr. and
publications
will one day be
Richardson
of Mr.
displaced
by the ofadministration.
Consequently,
inthethe office
meantime
I shallof reason
It is that
because
the aforementioned
accept
the
rationality
and
objectivity
I
call
on
all
comeus
the press over that of our President.
forth for astudent studentstudents
center.toLet
defend what is ours before it is too late.

alma

cetera speaks

Paul Ryker
Huntington senior

Steven Johnson
Et Cetera staff
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it's working...

•

eo119ratulatl•s

To the editor:

Homecoming
3 at Marshall
University
was an'7overwhehning
success-and
a
thoroughly
enjoyablebutevent.
Many
factors
were
involved,
the
key factors
enthusiasm
andstudents.
thewerehardthe
workrenewed
bythat
Marshall
University
Without
great
student
support,
all
other
efforts
would
have
Thankbeenyou,meaningless.
all of you, for your fine
work.
John G. Barker
President Marshall University

lights out
To the editor (et al):

Gladly would I cooperate with the
"reductionif only
of energy
consumption"
program
that this was
being
observed
byItheknew
the airPentagon,
army,
the
navy,
corps,of the
the
marines and all the other branches
the
military
arsenel
that
this
"peaceful"
nation
has
become.
But
case?the fa<'ts.
Pleaseis this
let ustheknow
Yours land everybody's)
John C. Plott
Dept. of Philosophy

wlf line?
clog leash law
Question: Why Isn't the city ordinance
requiring dogs to be leashed enforced on
campus?

It is, but it takes
complaint
toAnswer:
the Huntington
AnimalaAccording
Control
department
to
get
it
started.
to Mrs. control,
Pat Thomaa,
director ofrequires
the city
animal
the
ordinance
dogs
to be under
thenotowners
control
and
guidence
while
on
the
owners
property.
She
said
that
the
department'
s
only
truck is dispatched
the scene of a
complaint,
but only toafew
areas,
including some
patrolled
regularly
withoutschools,
specificarecomplaints.
Mrs.
Thomas
said
if
Marshall
was
found
tothebepatrolling
aproblemlist.
area it could be added to
Mrs. Thomas asked that students be
reminded that intheredogareownership:
"three L's of
responsibility"
license,
andMarco,
leash. She
also said thatlove,
the
dog
named
taken to the Animal
Control center by MU students several

weeks ago, is still there and needs a
home.

Student Government, for the past several years, has been the object of
criticism,
faculty. mockery, displeasure and often called "a joke" by students and
Many students
moralize Student
Governmentthatasmany
auseless,
incompetent
organization.
Some emphasize
manyineffective
members and
are
going
the
resume
route--a
way
of
putting
activities
on
jc,b
applications.
These
attitudes
have
been
reinforced
by
faulty
election
procedures,
loss
programs usually sponsored by Student Government, and the hand-me-0ownof
conception of the student-run organization from year to year.
This indifference
on thehas
partadvisory
of the student
hardly justified.
Although
Student
powers,body
it canis change
the system.
DuringGovernment
the past fewonlymonths,
the Student
Senate
has acted
by passing the
following legislation:
--Endorsement
of theDystrophy
proposed Dance
civic center;
participation
in the campus blood
drive
and Muscular
Marathon
Contest.
--Establishment
of an Off- Campus
Housing
Board,
which would investigate
housing
conditions
neighboring campus in conjunction with the Huntington
Housing
Commission.
--Endorsement
of aSunday evening meal to be served in Marshall dormitories.
--Recommendation to Marshall administrators that University recognized
groups
and orgauiza
Lions be able
use the
old cafeteria (between Hodges and
Laidley
for meetings
and tosocial
StudentHalls)
Government'
s effectiveness
hasfunctions.
also been proven by the encounter of
student demands. Laidley Hall residents dissatisfaction about the Hall's
proposed conversion into amen'sdorm was met by Student Government influence.
Laidley Hall remains awomen'sdormitory.
Again, women from I,,aidley Hall complained to Senate when construction
workers
off several
sidewalk
structures
dorm. Theturned
residents
protested
walkinglights
to andwhenfromworking
the dormon was
not safe.near the
The
lights
are
back
on.
Future legislation is in the beginning stages. And it looks promising. A
sample:
--Creation of a syllabi of all academic courses taught at Marshall. This
collection
would contain
descriptions and requirements and what the
professor expects
from thecourse
student.
--Organization
of
student
groups
to lobby thebureau
1974 West
Legislature.
--Establishment of acampus information
that Virginia
would provide
academic
advice
and
contain
all
campus
publications
and
departmental
pamphlets
within
the University. This service would hopefully eliminate red tape procedures
for
students.
--Formation of apeer-counseling program that would operate in conjunction
with
information
bureau.legal-aid plan for students that would provide a12--Andtheservice,
finally,
awithout
competent
month
aplannedcould
fee increase.
But concern
more ideas
andownproposals
be implimented
if students
expressed
more
in
their
interests.
However,
Student
S~nate
meetings,
whichto
are
open
to
the
University
community,
have
public
attendance
of
"next
nothing."
Office accomplish
hours kept abyfewSenators
constituents.
Senators
hours ofhave
study rare
duringvisits
thosefrom
timestheir
instead
of listening
to grievances
from students.
Student
Government
members
can
only
be
effective
when
they
are
of
student
needsin and
wants.more parking facilities?How about beer in theaware
Interested
obtaining
dorm?
Need help in starting aclub or organization? More visitation hours in the dorms?
More speakers
and convocations during the year? And how about more relevant
academic
courses?
Effective
student
the individual
student.
Talk withon
aSenator about newrepresentation.
programs. Go 'tob~gins
Senatewithmeetings
and voice
your opinion
issues.
The encumbrance of responsibility remains with you.

hy phi 11musH
sdifotial wrif,r

pergpecfive
every little bit helps
The front page ot The Parthenon
featured abrief story on the proposed
medical
school Steve
Tuesday. Student
Body
President
urged toa
"massive
letter-writingBloom
campaign"
members of the Virginia Board of
to continue
investigation
ofRegents
the med
schoolliketheir
possibility.
campaign
sounds
agood idea.That
But
to whom should the letters be addressed?
The following men on the board may
be reached at The West Virginia Board
ofPlaza,
Regents,
1316 Charleston National
Charleston,
WV
25301.
are:
F.L.
Blair,
M
.D. Earle
; OkeyT.They
Patterson; John E. Amos;
Andrews;
Edward
H
.
Greene;
Albert
Morgan; Frederick P. Stamp Jr. M.or
Daniel B. Taylor.
Other are:
membersPrince
of the Board to
contact
Chancellor;
William B.P. Woodard,
Turner,
Director
Robert
A. Allen,of Academic
DirectorAffairs;
of Physical
Facilities;
William
M
.
Anderson,
Director of Planning and Management
Informationof Systems;
Elwin Bresette,
Director
Fiscal Affairs
and ofJ.
Douglas Machesney,
Director
Educational
Resources
and
Special
Projects. ·

Aquick
one progress
of these must
men,
letting
themnoteknowto that
continue
toward
a
Medical
School
Marshall will only take afew minutesat
to write. But
letter may
play an
important
parteach
in making
the proposal
areality as soon as possible.
Speaking of doing something. . . as
the temperature drops the mercury on
the
to therises
fire
escapetherometer
at the rearfastened
of Old Main
steadily. The United Fund is coming
close to it's goal on the Marshall
Overfund
$9,000drive.
ha beenThecollected
socampus.
far in the
goal is
$12,000 and there is still time to contribute.
How Feeling
much dohealthy?
you weigh?Feeling
Overlike
110
lbs.?
you've had more good luck than bad?
it'sluck,
only fair
to share someor
ofFeeling
that like
good
whatever
you call
it? orYou'lblessing
l have your·
chance one week from today. The Red
Crosss
needs
your
blood.
need Red Cross blood some You
day. may

guetf C1Jmment1,y
alltor-111 chief
News editors
Assistant news ecNton.
Feature ~itor
Editorial page edlto!
Sports editor
Asslstent sports editor(
Photo editor
Chief Photograph•
Photography edvlsor
Production supervisor
Proof manager
Advertising manager
Flnanclel advisor
Editorial advi,11r

Bruce Flsl,-r
Frank Crabtree
Jeff Duncan
Mary Marks
Jim Ware
Paula Cook'
Nancy Howell!
Sandi Johnson
Dave May~rd.
Nancy Dye
A•n Berry
Tony Spinosa

Gene_,.ner

8111 'Lo&hart
Shelia Stephens

Aru Bernett .
Ktn Hixson.
Tony Ruftlerford
lob Spence
Sarah MIiier
Barbera Murdock
Wallln Mccardell

Est• shed 11H
Wire May
to The2,,AssoclPressl'Gsl Office •t HunEntered as secondFull•le
c1•11•Hd
matter,
1'45, at Ille
llnirton, West Vlr1lnl125701, under Act of Congress, Mardi I, 1179. Publlsllecl
Tu-y,
WeclMsdlY, Thursday Ind Friday durtn, Kllooi ye•r and -ly
during summllt' i,y Department of Journallsm, Marshall University, 16th
StrNI and Jrd Avenu,, Huntlntton, Wes't Vlrtlnla 2$703. Oft-c:1111pus subKrlpllon rate .. ,., Mfllfttllt', plllS so Cffls far-"'""'"''"' Mrm. •• IUU·
time stlldlnls ;i,yhtt dlldenl lcllvlly .-1ce1 lff llf'I entltlecl to co,la et The
Parthenon.

the gift of life:

afitting memorial

On Wednesday, November 14th, the Red Cross bloodmobile will vistt
Marshall'
s campus as amatter of convenience for those who feel obliged,
inspired or obligated to donate apint of blood to be used by patients in Tri•
StateUnfortunately,
area hospitals.it takes
(For instance,
family
and mine.)
adisasteryour
or the
annual
spring riots to inspire
Marshall students.
Admittedly,
there
is
nothing
more
boring
than
an article on the altruistic
services of the Red Cross and how "we, as mature, responsible citizens ·
should
fuHill
thethesis
needs of our fellowman."
fellownowwomen,
of courae.)
Yet, this
boring
kind oftheivery,
anice(And
thought
andelse
then.
Theato
days
it seems
that only islies,stillscandal,
and everything
related
politics make for interesting reading or conversation.
factblood
remains,
however,
that the response
of Marshall
University to
RedTheCross
donation
is ludicrous,
unexplainable,
and embarasal.ng.
Last week, students at VPI donated some 3500 pints of blood, cuhnlnatlng a
week
of
competition
between
Greeks,
dorms,
and
organizationonly
toJunior
intramural athletics. (Marshall averages about 75 pints.)second
Bluefield
College,
West
Virginia
Tech,
Owens
Illinois,
and
local
steelworkers
wiions
year. each donate as much or more than the entire M.U. student body In a
Iknow. Who cares? You and your family may never require the services
ofwifortwiate
. the
Red Cross. "No get, no give"-a simple philosophy-presently an
contagion gaining more and more popularity in our society.
I
probably
wouldfornever
written
this article
it notitfOlthree
' the yean
irooy
ofnow.)
. the date
chosen
bloodhave
donors
(November
14th,were
making
On this inevitably pensive day, perhaps every student oo Manball'1
campus
will
intuitively
take
time
from
the
hassle
of
another
busy
day
considerandthe value
of thisonesshortarelife.placed
For inoneaday
of the perspective.
year friends,to
family
all loved
trulyoutunique
Idealistically, maybe these thoughts will create a fleeting desire to do
something
of merit
for some unkown person facing the ultimate tragedytheBut
termination
of life.
then again,
maybe no one· will even think about it. Who cares
anyway?
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Job seminars
to begin today

All Good Morning entries must be phoned or brought to Tbe
Parthenon office by noon the day before the event. The
Parthenon office is located in Smith Hall Room 317 and the
Parthenon telephone numl)er is 696-6696.
TODAY

seemgraduates
like lightwillyears
away, buttheitcement
won't bein
longGraduation
before thismay
years'
be pounding
search
of atojob.
The
Office
of Career
Planning
and Placement
has
a
plan
help
make
that
task
a
little
easier.
The first in aseries of four seminars designed to enlighten
graduates_
about
world
of theRoom
person2W22
just Memorial
entering theStudent
labor
market
will
be 3the
p.m.
Tuesday,
Center,
according
to
Reginald
A.
Spencer,
coordinator
for
the
Office of Career Planning and Placement.
Tuesday's session will be directed toward seniors in the school
ofsearch,
business,
and
will
deal
with
personal
preparation
for
the
job
and howtips
to complete
ajob file,writing
Spencerbusiness
said. 1~tters and
Interviewing
and
techniques,
resumes, evalutating prospective employers and sources of
asistance available to ajob seeker free of ch~rge will also be
covered,
to Spencer.next summer are eligible for
Seniorsaccording
graduating
participation,
Spencer through
said.
.similarsuccee~g
Tuesdays
the placement
presentof
seminars for graduating
seniors office
in thewillCollege
Education,
College
of
Arts
and
Sciences
and
for
graduates entering the job market, Spencer said. women

SOU
~D OF PEOPLE
rehearsal
and
choreo1:,rapher'
s meeting atwill9:15have
pm. ain band
the Campus
Christian
Center.
CINEMA ARTS COMMITTEE will show "Francis the Talking
Mule" tonight at 9p.m. in the Multi-Purpose Room of Memorial
Student Center. Admission by ID or guest pass.
MEN
&WOMEN PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS will have a
PEM club
meeting at noon in the lounge of the women's gym.
Faculty is welcome.
AIR
FORCE
TEAM will beiatudents
conducting
and
discussingRECRUITING
career
at theinterviews
Office ofis
Plaeement
from opportunities
9a.m. to 4with
p.m. No appointment
necessary.
FORUM SERIES will present Helgrade Chamber Orchestra at 8
p.m. in Smith Music Hall.

~

Committee discusses
repitition and syllabi

THURSDAY

PERSHING RIFLES will have afraternity meeting at !I p.m. in
Memorial Student Center Room 2W37.
REGULAR
REHEARSAL
willCampus
be at 9Christian
p.m. for Center.
"The Sound
People Music
Group" in the
Anyoneof
wishing to join may attend.
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY will meet at 5:30 p.m. in
. Science Building Room S320.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
MATERIALS
THOUSANDS OF RESEARCH STUDIES

Bruce Connelly and The Company in ascene from the hit musical 'Godspell'.
The hit musical "Godspell" will be presented at 8p.m. Tuesday,
at the Keith-Albee Theater as part of the Mount Series in conjunction with the Artists Series. The play, now in its third year,
has received numerous awards including two 1971 Grammy

ALL SUBJECTS

CATALOGUENOW
CONTAINING
AVAILABLE10,000 LISTINGS

Send for FREE Detnils or
Telephone (312) 427-2840
Academic Research, Inc.
I 431 South Dearborn Street

Awards. Tickets for the musical will go on sale at 8a.m. to 4:30
p.m. today at the ticket table in Smith Hall lounge. Students
may obtain reserved seat tickets by presenting activity cards.
(Photo by GIFFORD/ WALLACE INC.)

review
---------------- Play'Enter
Laughing' not up to par
----------------·--~
The Joker Presents:
I

II
I Chicago, Illinois 60605
II Your Name • --------------' II
I Address
I
II C1ty&State
. ____________ I

•

COAL
BRICK
with girl vocalist

Wednesday,
Friday
&Saturday

(Door charge 75c per person
beginning at 9: 15)

Htlppy Hour!

Every Night
Mugs

4till 6- 20C
, till 6- big 'uns - 40C
4till 6- 75C (64 Oz. Pitcher)
6till 9- $1.00 (64 Oz. Pitcher)

THE JOKERPh. 696-9102

335 -14th
St.
OPEN SEVEN

By TONY RUTHERFORD
Parthenon critic

Carl Reiner'Dinner
s "Enter
Laughing,"
thethe current
showhours
at theof
~o~taineer
Theater,
is notpoints
usual two
hilant~.
The
play
has
many
low
which
keep
it
from
becoming alaugh-a-thon of merriment.
What fallacies the play has are definitely not the fault of the
performers for the dinner theater is indeed fortunate to have the
superior
ca~t.that ha~givebeen
for "Enter
Laughing."of
All
~heroles.
participants
top ass
rate,em.bled
professional
interpretations
their
The
shortcomings
rest
in
the
areas
of
script and
production techniques.
Thr, concept of the play is fairly engrossing in that it tells of
David,
ayoungpre~er
Jewishthatboy,
who wants
to be school,
an actor.and His
parents would
he enter
pharmacy
his
employer
future
date.wants hun to take over the machine shop at some
~avid
spots
an
ad
in
a
newspaper
offering
scholarships
to
an
acting
He rushes
applyhisandlooks.
is awarded apart in aplay
becauseschool.
the leading
ladytolikes

PRQ~LEMS
SOMEONE DOES CARE
HELP
Drugs, Alcohol?
Feeling lost, lonely, confu:.ed?

Is available
Group Therapy HSSions for college students
are being held on campus
For Information
Ca II '25-7851
Community Mental Health Center
University Heights, U.S. Rt. 60 East
Huntington, W.Va.

ove
letters

NIGHTS AWEEK.
HAPPY HOUR EVERY NIGHT, 'INCLUDING SUNDAY.

BACKDEMAND
BY
POPULAR
· TWO OF THE YEAR'S
BIGGEST BOXOFFICE HITS!

-~

~,

. .-:.

I 1,'
t

IIVlVIc:ac:(JHlJ1:I:tI:A1,V\1f/
Tl-II: (il:TA\l\fNI

~

DAILY: 3:00-7:05

i £'WOO

~

IN THE LIFE AND TIMES OF

~

[IF~

In reality David
is the most
atrocious
in the world.
He
reads
directions
loud,
speaksactor
in amonotone
or runs
thr?ughthethestage
dialogue
like aoutspeeding
train,
exaggerates
his
a~tion_s
to
the
nth
degree,
directs
himself
in
the
opposite
direction
of the
general, has
the person
brain oftoawhom
moron.he is addressing , and, in
The school's director and the leading lady's father gives a
terse reply
to David's confession
good."
He sarcastically
says, "Youthatknow"I itknow
and IIwasn'
know titvery
but
ourThejobplay
is to keep
from funny
knowinglines
it." to go with' the
has the
someaudience
extremely
stumbling
antics
of
the
would-be
actor,
David.
A
word
of
warning:
this imply.
play is not
oneare
thatmany
sustains
laughter
the title may
There
funnyconstant
lines and
David'ass
actions
but sections.
generally the remainder of
the playoften
has itsproduce
share ofchuckles,
dull and dry
Because
setsare
areafairly
to gonumber
along with
the Midthirties
era,thethere
largerelaborate,
than usual
of black
outs
for scene
changes.effect
Although
amajor problem,
tends to
have
adisjoining
on thenotcommunity
of the thethisproduction
causing
the audience
become
restless.
restlessthereisto isthe
chiefsomewhat
problem.
Whileto wander
watchingin
' EBecoming
nter Laughing"
atendency
for the mind
search
of
other
subjects
during
the
time
when
slack periods of
the play are in the spotlight.
Acting honors are shared by three members of the cast: Ron
Meeks,
and KarenofGrant.
Meeks
overshadows
thea
rest
withDon
histheSutton
characterization
David.must
He isbecalled
upon to beand
"ham"
lowest
calibre.
monotonous
"donaldofduck"
in almost
the Meeks
same breath
while
blundering
stuttering and falling about the stage.
'
KarenShe
Grant,
whooffplays
David'
s girl friend,.
is aevery
sightboyto
behold.
~omes
as
the
All
American
girl
that
would be delighted to meet. She is attractive, innocent and
desirable.
\Yhen David entertain's thoughts of ditching Grant,
she
time.seems sincerely hurt, unloved and fragile all at the same
Don
Sutton
carries
amajor
portion man
of theofplay
on his
shoulders
in the role of the
director
and leading
David'
s play.
He is
atop flight pro who gives the impression thai he knows what is
going
on.
He
wants
to
see
a
good
production
despite
his
daughters
whims
and David'
raunchy acting. Sutton is unwavering
dignified
thes role.
Not to beandforgotten
isin Seegar
Crume playing David's coworker
Marvin.
Crumeand
hasgives
to sound
like an anxious
adolescent
during the
production
aconvincing
portrayal.
"Enter
Laughing"
will
be
playing
at
the
Mountaineer
~nner
Theater in Winfield, W. Va. through Dec. 5. Reserva~.s
ar€
required.

The main topics
of discussion
at lastCommittee
Thursday'were
s meeting
of the
Academic
Planning
and Standards
the ability
of astudent to repeat aclass in which he received aCin I.opes
of receiving
ahigherforgrade
and ataught
studentat Government
calling
for asyllabi
all course
Marshall. proposal
In aletter
to th~ committee,
B. Hayes, dean
of the
co~lege
of education,
inquired Dr.
aboutRobert
the possibility
of students
bemg
~b\e
to
repeat
a
class
in
which
they
received
a
C,
in
of receiving an Aor Bto replace the Con their record. hopes
Deannecessary
Hayes said that many
students
felttheir
such class
repititionsin
were
improve
competency
course
material ortoforhelp
theirthem
own self
satisfaction.
It was immediately decided that graduate courses would be
excluded frombrought
any discussion
of the matter.
up in the
discussion
concerned
the aposition
ofQuestions
the West Virginia Board
of Regents
in regard
to such
policy
rthe transferability:>f grades resulting from such aprocess, and
the effect of such apolicy upon student initiative.
Dr. Harold E. Ward, chairman of the department of Biological
the opinion that this was amatter for the Board
ofSciences,
Regentsvoiced
to decide.
It was finally decided that more research should be done on
the
issue,
including
a_ study_ of m
~he ~pproach
matterinto
by
otherBoard
colleges
and un1vers1ties
area andto anthisinquiry
the
of Regents
position on thethisissue.
listenedoftotheaDepartment
subcommittee Geography,
report from on~
Dr
SamTheE.committee
Clagg, chairman
Student
Government
proposal that syllabi beofmade
available to
allComm1tt~e
stude~ts whomembers
request felt
themthatfor availability
all course taught
at
Marshall.
is the key to the
proposal ,taught
since they
currently
at MUgenerally
exist inagreed
one formthatorsyllabi
another.for all course
The committee
decided
continueBody
the issue
at its November
meeting,
hopef~ly
with tostudent
Student
President
R.8
Bloom and
David Rice,
representative
to Steven
the committee,
participating
in the discussion.
The committee
approved
a change
in the undergraduate
catalog
remove
restrictions
in the number
hoursthem
whichto
studentstomay
take alloutside
their college
and to ofallow
choose their minor from any college.
Also approved
was aRelations",
change in the
course description
of
sociology
208, Marriage
to sociology
108.

Grad
school dean
comments on goals
I

Teaching isstudents
themselves
the idea tothatteach
Dr.
Herman N. Weill, dean of the
Graduate
School,
is striving
for
inwhich
Marshall'
s
Graduate
School
is growing
at an unprecedented
rate.
"The Graduate School has the
obligation
to teach men and
women
to teach
and
toWeill
never
stop"Ifthemselves
learning,"
Dr.
said.
one just quits
learning after undergraduate
or graduate work, he will
drown
in the
knowledge.'
' flood of new
Dr. Weill noted that after
graduate
work,
average30
man and woman hasthebetween
and 40and
yearsthatof they
professional
work
afford to cease learning.cannot

Great cellist 1n• Artists Series
One ofAntonio
the greatJanigre,
cellists ofwill
the
world,
conduct
the Belgrade
Chamber
Orchestra
in aconcert
8p.m.on
today
in Smith
MusicatHall
the Marshall
Forum
Series. Artists Series,
Acolleague of the late Pablo
Casals, Janigr'l played for the

The Funniest
Love Story
Of The Year!

maestro
at thestudy
age ofwith11 one
which
resulted
Don Pablo'in s famous
disciplines,of
Diran
"I'mAlexanian.
as excited over Antonio
Janigro
comingwere
as Iwould
be if
Pablo
coming."
James Casals
AMartain,
Director
of
Marshall
Artists
Series,
said.
The
Belgrade
Chamber
Orchestra is making its first
tour of the United States this
year. Its'
drawn
from16themembers
leading are
orchestras of Yugoslavia in-

Dean Weill revealed that
the goals
Graduate
School
shouldof beourthree-fold.
The goals should
be to offer
advanced
professional
the advancement
ofpreparation,
knowledge,
and the application
of
knowledge.
In
looking
for
good
Graduate
School, Deanafor Weill
said
thatoneshouldlook
four
things:
quality of faculty,
faculty
interest
in students,
the
amount
of
resources
available,
and the kind of programs offered
by the asschool.
Using
this criteria
a measuring
stick forDr.Marshall'
School,
Weill saids Graduate
MU is as
strong
Virginia.as any school in West
to Dr. Weill
theAccording
latest Graduate
Schooland
brochure, enrollment in
Marshall'
s
Graduate
School
in
the
10 yearsIt has
has increased
191 past
per cent.
increased
from
433 students
1,261 students
in 1972.in 1962 to
The Graduate School
brochure says, "With this sort
ofBoard
growth,
the West
Virginia
of Regents
projected
a doubling
of hasMarshall'
s
Graduate Schoolenrollment to
providing personnel,
the programs,
instruction
facilities
which will make this possible."

eluding
PhilharmonicthefoundedBelgrade
in 1966,
the
orchestra
is the
winner
the
Yugoslav
Radio
Com-of
petition,
the
"Orpheus
Award".
At the famed Dubrovnik
Festival. One critic wrote, "It
is more like an instrument of
luxurious
registers
and
ranges
thancolors,
agroup
of players
who
make
an
ensemble.
This
'instrument' did everything
possible.'
' will be by activity
Admission
"We must
card
saidnotDr.rest
Weill.on our
bership.or Artist Series mem- laurels,"
"We must
continue
the good
work
that
has
gotten
on the right track.'' usDr.started
Weill
will be conducting a recruiting
campaign
at
a
number
of
Virginia colleges soon. West
Marshall offers 31 graduate
courses including the latest
addition-math.
Dr. courses,
Weill said
that in our graduate
he
would
like
to
see
students
cutting the apron string from"
theirprofessorsand doing more
independent study and
research.'
," said Dr.
Weill, "between
is' "This
the graduate
distinguishing
factor
and
undergraduate work.''
Dr.was
Weillto make
said that
apersonal
goal
people
outside
the
that Huntington
there are area
two aware
state
universities
in
West
Virginia
and
that
Marshall
can
compete
and in some cases surpass West
inVirginia
the areaUniversity,
of 11:raduateespecially
study.

,'Torrt..sports•Spinosa
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Lengyel also tired of losing
aretonotmake
goingmistakes
to acceptintheeach
fact football
that we
'are"We
going
game we play,"
That is what Marshall Head Coach Jack
Lengyel said at the press luncheon Monday
afternoon.
Lengyel said he was disappointed that
neither the offense nor defense accomplished
their goals in Saturday's loss to Kent State.
"We )ust have to harness up for the next
three games and we intend to be ready," said
theHow
mentor.
does acoach who has suffered through
two
losing
is infortheanother
midst game?
of a2~
season
getseasons
his teamand
ready
This is the problem facing Lengyel and his
staff for the remaining three games on the
schedule. He must first get himself ready and
then the hard part comes, getting the team
ready
mentally
for football.
Lengyel
is presented
with avery delicate
situation. Each week he stresses the
elimination of mistakes to the team as atool
for winning football games. But each week for
the last three weeks the team has gone out,
played good football despite the mistakes,
andLe~el
lost. noted that with the present class
structure it is hard for the team to be up for
every
gamehisofsituation.
the season.There are only 15
Consider
seniors on the team. On any football team,
seniors are usually your leaders. Think for a
moment about the problems these seniors
have each week getting up for a game after
going through two lossing seasons and the
plane crash. Take the problem on the other
extreme. What about the freshman who are
just adjusting to college life and at the same
time must adjust to astarting role on amajor
college football team.
' AU these problems are thrown back to the

Prediction results

coach. He must also take the feedback from
the press and townspeople for any decision he
makes. He is on the firin~ line.
All Lengyel is in search of is ahttle consistency from the team.
"We just want to do what we are capable of
doing, nothing superhuman, just what we are
capable
of doing."
This doesn'
t sound like an unreasonable
request from acoach. But who is to say what
theLengyel
team isindicated
capable heof doing.
feels the team is
capable
I agree 100andperthecent.
Go backof winning.
to Homecoming
Bowling
Green game. Marshall fumbled the ball seven
times
and
lost
four
of
the
fumbles.
In
addition
the team committed 10 other various errors.
Through
this, the
still quarter
managedandto
stay
in theall game
untilteam
the last
almost pulled the game out in the last three
minutes
of
play.
Now move to Kent State. The Flashes are
leading the MAC and are in search of abowl
bid. Marshall is at Kent and the score at half
time is only 7-3 Kent. The Kent lead is increased to 14-3 in the third quarter, and then
theIt'roof
s hardfallstoin.say why a team can play a
mistake filled game and still hang in the
game until ·the final quarter. One has to
wondercouldwhatplaytheerror
team'free
s record
they
ball. would be if
I am sure Coach Lengyel and his staff
realize the capabilities of the team, and Iam
sure the team must be tired of losing. With
three straight home games coming up, Iam
looking for the Herd to finish in aflurry.
After talking-with Lengyel, it was plain to
see he is also tired of losing and he will be
working this week to bring the Herd three
tome victories.
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MU's male faculty• now eligible
for participation ,n intramurals
By DEBBIE WHEELER
Staff reporter

I'd be reluctant to take him for
aclass," said Nash.
"If Ithought that someone let
me score, because Imight give
him aD, I certainly wouldn't
have much respect for him,"
replied Dr. Barnet.t.
The intramural program is
very competitive, according to
Larry K. Belknap, director of
intramural sports and
recreation. "Irregardless of
whether we want it or not, it's
there," he pointed out.
Apossible reason for this is
competition
the pointed
President'outs
Cup.
Belknapforalso
that "faculty teams could
knock
groups
out
of
the President's Cuppoints
whenforthe
faculty
would
not
really
competing for the cup." be

"If we beat them, they don't
deserve to be there ( in point
position)," said Dr. Barnett.
•· If they're just in there to suck
up easy points they don't
deserve the points."

1n anotner Constitutional
softball, football
change, it was decided that any Concerning
basketball officiating,
protests and appeals would first and
Belknap
pointed
out tha·
be brought to Belknap as ar- something must be done.
At
bitrator,
next
to
the
Protest
and
present
students
on
work'
Conduct Committee and finally officiate the games. "WeIStudy
have
to the Marshall Judiciary some good ones, bnt generally
Board.
our officiating s.c~re ts not what
it should be," said the inIn other business, trophies for tramural director.
intramural winners and the Belknap proposed that exofficiating of intramural soft- perienced officials be hired as a
in order, anto
ball, football and basketball solution.
adequatelyHowever,
pay officials
games were discussed.
$1656 would be needed in
After a committee report extra
the budget. This matter was
given by Moses concerning the tabled
until next meeting.
cost of trophies it was voted to
buy team trophies rather than ·11111,m'
individual
tt·ophies
for
the
team
sports. However, individual tm"r----------rilll
trophies will be purchased for
the winners of sports such as
hand ball, volleyball and
badmitton.

Marshall University's faiulty
and staff members
will now bein
eligible
to participate
University intramurals, due to
action taken by the Intramural
Sports Council, the governing
body of intramurals, in their
The former eligibility rule in
meeting Monday.
the Intramural Constitution
"Male students, faculty and
limits
participants to registered
staff should be able to parmale students. Dr. Barnett
ticipate in intramurals," said
made a motion that the rule
Dr. Clarence R. (Bob) Barnett,
include
male faculty and staff
assistant professor
members. Aprovision was also
education,
who spokeofinphysical
favor of
proposed
to state that the
the action. "It would give the
faculty unit.
must participate as a
students an opportunity to see
faculty
that the faculty are humans."
The faculty does not have any
TI1e two-thirds vote needed to
opportunity to participate in
make the change was accompetitive sports, according
cumulated of those present and
to Barnett, and the intramural
the needed approval of Belknap
program offers the best
was also obtained.
solution. "The problem for me
issemi-organized
that Iwant to participate in
Put Your Best Face Forward
CONVENIENTLY
play," he said.
for the Holidays! Start your
LOCATED
"I work here at the University
We're just afew steps away.
SKIN CARE PROGRAM
and its the best outlet for me."
today. Have a trained
FEATURING:
Two locations near campus
Another side of the question
Beauty Consultant introduce
was brought out by Thomas
Groceries
to serve you. 501104120th16thSt.st. SHIRTS you
to MARY KAY
Nash, Huntington senior and
Party
Snacks
COSMETICS with a comvice-president of the Council.
Legal
Beverages
plimentary
facial. She will
Students may be reluctant to
in detail apersonat
0~;0~L,EANING i!I explain
play against faculty for fear of
skin care program just for
the instructors holding it
you!
~
,,
522-0321
against them in case of a
Call NANCY DEAL at 522·
.:)er11ice4, ..Jnc. _nJndwlrui
,,. ...:>upp
,, /.'I
520 20th Street
1 . /·o/..inen
disagreemnt during a game,
according to Nash. "I wouldn't
'
hold it against ateacher, but •~~!~~!~~~~!~~~~!~!~~.;.__;_~
___;;;;;;;;;;;.-=::,___________...,

•••••••••••••

TENE MART

ilnrim~

_______;______________

On their own-~78 per cent
ByTONYSPINOSAAND
GENE GARDNER
Sports editors

Theclassoftheeastcontinues
to rollhad
overaopponent_s.
State
tough tune Pe!ln
with
Maryland for the first half, but
in the second half the Nittany
Lio_ns puttheit Terps
all together
and
whipped
42-22. We
~w
the game as a 30-9 Penn
Wlll.

If this gyspy potion holds out
until
the end of football season
we
prettywe well.
This
wasshould
the firstdoweek
have gone
atdefunct
it withoutgypsy
the helpladyof ourandnowa
percentage of 78 is enough to
convince us to keep going at it Kent State looks like a good
on our own.
bet to after
beat aMiami
of Ohio this
week
3!>-3 win over the
Thundering Herd. The less said
Go
Buckeyes! We had Ohio about
this
game
the
better. We
State
favoriteWell
in their
thetoHerd
scoring at21.least 17
game awith33-10Illinois.
they had
points
the
Flashes
did one better, they only scored
30 points
but the defense shut
out
the illinois.
Bring Louisaiana State and
on Michigan.
Mississippi squared off for their
yearly bally-hoo and LSU
came away with a
Alabama just keeps rolling up surprisingly
51-14 romp. This rivalry is so
the
week's victim
tough we figured it would be a
waspoints.
poor This
Mississippi
State. closer
game.
Bear Bryant's Barna shut out 17 winner. We had um a21state
35-0. Agame between
Ohio State
and Alabama would
be mighty interesting.
The Texas Longhorns look
like they are on the way to
another Southwest Conference
The Fighting Irish of Notre championship
after whipping
Dame put it to the Midshipmen
Methodist University
of Navy 44-7. The Middles fared Southern
42-14. SMU had a14--0 halftime
better than their counterparts lead
but
couldn'
t stop the Texas
at Army did two weeks ago. We wishbone in the second
had the Irish by a40-13 scorP.. saw it 27-12 Texas. half. We

Oklahoma continues to crush
Sport unites defense
teams
with itswishbone
tough
and explosive
body, mind other
offense. This weeks victim was
Iowa State. The Sooners came
out on top once again, this time

MU mat progress is slow, but the score was 34-17. We came
stable, wrestling coach Dr. Bob pretty
close with this one, we
Barnett said Friday following saw it 31-17.
an intersquad scrimmage.
"At this point I believe we
have all the ingredients for
another
winning season, but we
just have to put it all together,"
Barnett
said.it' asport in ,which
Wrestling
the participant has to be
prepared mentally as well as
physically, because so many
moves and body holds are used
during match competition, the
·coach
"Somesaid.of our wrestlers made
foolish mistakes today and if we
don't correct those mistakes
before the season starts, it's
going to cost them some vital
match points, or they might
even get pinned," Barnett said.
The
will meet Millersville Nov. 16, in open tournament competition. Barnett
said the team wW have to work
'()t
oothemselves
their moves and prepare
physically for the
competition in order to score
well.
The coach said he believes
the Millersville meet la important because, "many times
apractice
wrestler
looks great in
but when he faces new
competition
he
can't perform
all the moves he wants to ." He
can Just
also beisn'tout prepared
muscled, which
heBamP.tt
for
.iutlrl.
Barnett said he hopes the
team
get discouraged
becausedoesn't
of ·the
difficulties
encountered
during the pre-

, Michigan is making the
showdown
Ohio State
look
better eachwithweek.
Saturday
Indiana had the misfortune of
running into Michigan and were
promptly
49-13. We
came closecrushed
on this one
too, we
had it 3~ Michigan.
Miami of Ohio got ready for
its showdown with Kent State
this
weekMichigan
by whipping
big
Western
team a24-9.
The Redskins game with Kent
will
decide the MAC championship. We had aMiami a30·
21 victor.
Now for the
bad news.finally
West
Vrirginia
University
decided to win agame. But why
goMiami
out and
beat
a
good
team
like
(Fla.) Hurricanes and
ruin their good season. We had
Miami itaout
38-1420-14
winners.
pulled
in theWVU
last
minute.
We figured Nebraska for dead
after two bad weeks, but the
Cornhuskers came alive and
beat Colorado 28-16. We saw a
Colorado
14. • upset by ascore of 17Our final loss came in the
Ohio University-Bowling Green
game. The Bobcats are an
improving
and showed
by beating team
the Falcons
24-23.it
We
had
Bowling
Green
winning
24-17.
In the battle of the misfits,
Dayton and Xavier battled to a
28-28
Well,tie.78 per cent isn't bad for
the first time on our own. Next
week
chanceweandwillsiponce
the again
secrettake
elixira
for pigskin predictions. (Hiccupp)

Your Ticket
., To
'Funky Fs1hiong''

~

h.l ,e ~6t a, '4,J

Co/9 8C6,ch

season period.

Maybe
the
way
to
change
the
world
is to join alarge corporation.
We don't make a lot of noise, but this is where it's
really happening. You see, alarge corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world alittle more decent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
'Toke our home city, Rochester, New York for example. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using electrostatic precipitators in anew combustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we've been
experimenting with film as away to train both teachers and
students- including some students who wouldn't respond to
anything else.
And we didn't stop with Rochester.Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involved.

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society ... but helps protect another possible source for theclean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution ... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantaged ... but helps stabilize communities in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children ... but helps create awhole new market.
In short, it's simply good business. And we're in business to make aprofit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also furthersociety's interests.
And that's good. After all, our business depends on
society.So we care what happens to it.

More than aKodak
business.
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Broadcasting trauma felt Blood needed Alpha Sig bowl started
•
start of 'populism'
championship Thursday
since
8Y DAVID LYONS
Staff reporter

The broadcast
media has
experienced
atraumatic
period
since
the "new
populism"
movement
was triggered
by
anti-war
activities
years
ago, according
to Ms.fiveEleanor
S. Applewhaite,
attorney
general for.assistant
Columbia
Broadcasting System (CBS).
Speaking
as
part
of
the
MU
Continuing Speech Department
Convocation
Series explained
Tuesday,
Ms.
Applewhaite
that while
broadcast media
provided
a
forum
for
airing
social problems, some people

misused its laws and
regulations.
This misuse, according to
Ms. Applewhaite., created
various
for broadcast
sales burdens
managers
and
programmers
when
renewals were due. license
Problems also occurred with
the Fair.mess Doctrine when
Viet
Nam anti-war
groupsto
demanded
equal opposing
time
present
their
views
those madt: be Presidents
Johnson ana Nixon.
The CBS
general
saidassistant
althoughattorney
these

groups believed the First
Amendment
and their
Fairness
Doctrine
guaranteed
right
toruledbroadcast
courts
in favor oftime,
the the
networks.
Noting a ' landmark
decision,"
referred to Ms.
a CBS~oplewhaite
case that
involved an anti-war group and
the National Democratic Party
inCourt
1968 in which the Supreme
ruledconcerning
in favor of time
the
network
bought to present
their views.
The court ruling gave way to
the
newtwork'
s right to present
balanced
reporting.

Superintendent of prison says
W. W. Barron 'model inmate'

ELGIN AFB, Fla. (AP)- "He's a model inmate.
work andwho
doesdoesn'
his work
well.
He'
s aHeprivileges,"
niceminds
old his
gentleman
t getJames
any
special
said superintendent
A.Such
Rhodes
from
his
federal
prison
office
here.
is
life
these
days
for
ex-West
Virginia
Gov. W
.W
. Barron, aprisoner here since
1971.
Saddled
with
recurringis assigned
health problems
the
past few years, Barron
to alimited
work
duty athethebears
prison,
said. and
Otherwise,
the Rhodes
same restrictions
enjoys the same privileges of most other inmates.
Barron, 62, was elected governor of West
Virginiageneral
in 1960forafter
state'after
s attorney
fourserving
years. asFourtheyears
leaving office in 1964, he faced federal charges
linking
him
and
four
associates
to
a
bribery
conspiracy
investigators
calledeverthe come
most
widespread that
corruption
they had
across.
four associates
were convicted
of-bribery
andTheconspiracy
in connection
with state
pur-

chasing contracts but Barron was acqwted.
However, Ralph Buckalew, foreman vf the
1968 federal trial jury, was indicted in early 1971
for
accepting abribe.
The
indictment
charged Buckalew with accepting
$25,000 in return for Barron's acquittal.
The
former
governor
and his wife Opal were also
indicted.
Barron
pleaded
guilty
and was
sentenced to 12
years in prison and fined
$50,000. Buckalew
drew
the samewere5entence
Mrs. Barron
dropped.but charges against
·w~ never
talk about
part ofvisits,"
our West
vtrg1ma
background
ininouranthatmonthly
said
Mrs.
Barron,
who
lives
attractive
Pompano
Beach condomium complex.
do talk
somesays
old her
friends,
though,"
she"Wesays.
Mrs.about
Barron
husband
has
been inseveral
good health
of latelast, having
recovered
from
operations
year.
Barron'
former office is taken into account by some of thes
Elgin's inmate, Rhodes said. "Yes, there are
so':Ile here who refer to him as "Governor ,"he
said.

Oil need may sli.p up on U.S.

•

Steve Bloom, Charleston
senior
and
student
bodys
president,
has urged
Marshall'
faculty
to encourage
students
to
participate in the Red Cross
Blood
Drive.
To remain eligible for the
drive,
whichprovide
will be400 Nov.
MU must
units 14,of
blood.

Workshops offer
better education

College
is moreTothanreceive
gettingthea
book
education.
best education possible a
person
must
learn
about
himself and how others relate
him.The University Counselingto
Service is offering students
thechance
do justinterpersonal
that in the
form
of totwo
growth workshops.
The first
workshop,
facilitated
by Kenneth
and
Victoria "Tori"
Behar,Bluecounselors
at
the
counseling
center,7
will
be an all night session
p.m.
Novermber
16 until 7a.m.
November
17, according to Ms.
Behar.
Stephen Naymick, counselor.
at the counseling center and
Blue will facilitate
the 6second
workshop
until
p.m.
December 92, a.m.
Ms. Behar
said.
The
group
sessions
are
designed interpersonal
to promote more
effective
communication,
to promote better
understanding
self and byto
help achieve selfof the
awareness
becoming more knowledgeable
ofandthehisperson
individual
value asasaanperson,
Blue
said.
!'The interpersonal growth
workshops are a laboratory
experience where people learn

MU debate
'sToeuccessful'
second annual Marshall

l1r1iversity Big Green Debate
Tournament,
conducted Nov. 32
and 3, wasaccording
an "outstanding
success",
to Mrs.
Mary Ann Murphy, Marshall
barrels
a
day.
'
speech
a
instructor
and
tourheating
experts
such
as
Duke
The
cut-off,
however,
dwarfs
nament director.
R.teriorLigon,
director sof Office
the In-of the estimate,
host school,
Department'
didAsnotthecompete
in
theMarshall
debate
events.
"In only our second year, we
Ftcaak doubled
the number
of schools
that attended
and tripled
the
number ofnoted.
participants,"
Mrs.
Murphy
schools entered teamsThirteen
in the
competition.
MoreheadUniversity
State University,
Murray
and
Somerset
Community College,
Kentucky
schools
the 21 trophiesa;vreceived
:u-ded at12theof
event. Ten of the trophies went
:.0 Morehead, which was first
place
overall,
firstfirstandinthird
varsity
debate,
novicein
atfirmative
debate
and i.econd
inMorehead
novice also
negative
debate.
won thespeaker
first
three spots in varsity
points
and
third
and
fourth
place
in noviceUniversity
speaker points.
Capital
Columbus,
Ohio, was second ofin
theOther
event.team winners were
West Virginia Wesleyan, Ohio
University
and Miami
University of Ohio.
Discussing the overall success
of
the
tournament,
Murphy noted,
"Weyears,
can Mrs.
now
compete,
after
two
two of the real prestige with
and
tournaments
inwell~tablished
the East.

Jackson
and similiarby the
proposals
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS are
and would
Gas, predicted
in preparation
Nixon Oil
WASHINGTON -The United
nation
fall shortthatof the
oil
States is preparing for "war- administration.
Before the Arab oil cut-off needs by at least 1001)()()

time" fuel else'
controls
somebody
s war.because
· of
The Arab nations' effort to
separate
arch-enemy
Israel
from
hernow
friends
by cutting
off
their
oil
threatens
the United
State!J
shorttoofleave
14 to
per
cent
of
its
petroleum
needs within a few months,
government officials warn.
This losstomay
force
the
government
ration
fuels,
order
businesses
to close
early,to
and
curtail
pleasure
driving.
Oil companies
also be
ordered
to increasemaytold
production,
and
vert power
from oilplants
to coal. to conSuch measures
proposed
by Sen. have
Henrybeen
M.
~

US Air Force
recruiters
here
An Air Force officer

selection
visit the
Placementteam
Officewill9a.m.
to 4
p.m.
today,Airaccording
to Sgt.
Ron Hall,
Force recruiter,
in Huntington.
.
Applications may be submitted up to sixandmonths
pri orin-to
graduation
terested in the pilot,anyone
navigator,
female
officer,
or
nurseto
programs
is encouraged
make
appointments
through
the Career Planning and
Placement
Office. of apAfter completion
plication
applicants willandbe selection,
commissioned
Second
Lieutenants
starting
salary of morewiththana
$9,800 annually and after three
years
service$16,000
would be making
more
This than
includes 30 perdysyear.
paid
vacation
annually
and full
medical'and dental coverage.
More information may 1>e
obtained
bySixthcontacting
Hall, 833525-3562
Ave. or Sgt.
by
phoning

Library moves
periodicals
The periodical display in

Marshall'shas James
E. Morrow
library
been expanded
and
moved
to tothelibrary
secondofficials.
floor,
according
Mrs.
Garnet
Chambers,
chief
circulation supervisor, said the
second
is ideal
becausefloor
of the location
lounge area.
The
periodicals were previously
located
on
the
first
floor,
she·
said.·
Helen Bivins, assistant
reference
the
periodical librarian,
display hassaidbeen
expanded to include approximately
300
publicatioos,He
said
there
criteria
used
for toare
thebethree
selection
periodicals
displayed onof
open
"Wevariety
have and
the
regularshelves.
newsstand
acore collection
oftraditionally
publications
that
are
displayed,"
Bivins said. "This
Is supplemented by requests
submitted by the faculty."

FRANKLY SPEAKING

By NANCY MIDKIFF
Staff reporter

Thebegan
apnual
AlphawithSigma
Monday
Alpha
XiBowlDelta
playing
Sigma Kappa
and
Sigma
Sigma
Sigma
opposing Alpha Qi! Omega, according to John .Mull•ins, Logan
senior,
of Alpha
Sigma and
Phi president
and tournament
coordinator.
Mullins said Delta Zeta will
play
the winner Kappa
of the Alpha
Delta-Sigma
gameXi
today in a 3p.m. contest at
Central Field. The winner of
by doing. There will be a the
climate
of trust about
to allowalterfor Sigma Sigma Sigma-Alpha
experimentation
nate waysand ofexpressing
behaving,one'in-s
teracting
feelings,"
Behar said.
"This Ms.
climate
of experementation alsogivesallows
for
feedback
individual which
discriptivethe imformation
about
how
others
Newschool
methods in recruiting
have
perceived
his comMarmunication,"
Ms. Behar
said. high
shall'
s ROTCbyseniors
willmembers
beto tested
Saturday
of
"Through
the
use
of
various
Scabbard and Blade, honorary
participative
exercises,
this
fraternity
of
the
ROTC.
workshop
will
seek
to
help
the
Scabbard and Blade has
students understand them- developed
anew
"subtle"to way
selves and others better," Ms. ofrecruitmg,
according
Jim
Behar
said.
Moore,
Point Ohio
"The increased development junior andSouth
a
member
of
the
ofperson
eachhe individual
into
the
or she desires to be fraternity.
Moore ,said. the ROTC's
will
be
stressed.
However,
this
recruitine:
program,
under
ispsycotherapy
not a orprogram
supervision of Lt. Col. Marion
counseling,of White,
MU srecruiting officer,
nor is itshessaid.
a substitute for covers
56 high schools in West
them,"
Virginia,
but it leaves local
The
workshops
are
open
to
·uncovered.
any student, and students may !,!::hools
'
"We
have
anew program to
sign up for either or both invite students
from South
sessions. However, the first Point High School
to the
workshop
will
be limited to 10 to campus to show them facilities
14 students, and the second is in ROTC," said Moore. "If it
limited to 10 students, Ms. goes over well, we're going to
Behar said.
try other local schools."
According to George Vidal,

1¥ Phil

ROTC tries new methods
in recruiting high schoolers

RESEARCH
Dannon Yogurt
It'$ Here!

VlctOR'S

Delicl fes$8f1 gHealth Foods
St.
Ph.62S-8th
S22-4123

Thousands
of Topics
$2. 75 per page

Send for your up-to-dale, 160-page,
mal
l orderpostage
catalog. Enclose $1.00
totocover
1
2days). (delivery time 1s
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE,TEIN#2C.
11941LOSWIANGELES,
LSHIRE BLVD.F,. SUI
90025
(213) 477-8474CALI
or 477-5493

he'l be on campus
nov. 12~16 to take
CHIEF JUSTICE portraits.
make your appoiroom
ntmentbwnow74
Memorial Student Cen·ter

Huntingtonof Scabbard
senior, and
and
president
Blade, South Point High
seniors
will
be
given
"briefing"along
or introduction
toa
Marshall
with
a
tour
of
the campus and the ROTC
facilities.
Refreshments Mll be served
anci
the students
will catalogs
be given
packets
containing
and brochures of Marshall's
various departments, and a
free
the MarshallToledoticket
footballto game
that day.
"It'
s
not
just
an
introduction
to ROTC," said Vidal.
"It's an
introduction
whole
idea istotoMarshall.
get people The
here
without
pushing
them.
That
just doesn't work any more.
It's sort oflike public relations;
it's asubtle way of getting them
to come."
The ROTC's new recruiting
program also includes the
assignment of a "buddv" to

freshmen
who doenable
decidethemto
attend
Marshall
to become
moretofamiliar
with
the
procedures
and
facilities
of
ROTC," said Moore.

ICLASSIFIED I
1966 SUNBEAM ALPINE.
Must sell. S500, Many spare
parts. Ph. 697-4070 after 4:30
p.m.

PORSCHE 914 -1971, conv.,
5-speed, air-c. engine, 120
mph., many extras, excellent cond.. S3800 . Phone
696-6606 or 736- 5437.

"'"' ELECTRONIC
;.;.
SLIDE RULE
:"'; POWER TO POWER . .
ROOT . .
"'. . SQUARE
POCKET SIZE ..w..
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ycan MEMORIZE SCRIPTURE

WAY

'1~E'
~ ISS 15DEMANDI
AUNIQUE
NG nD-UP
AJOB~'t,..mE-

SENIORS:
THI
S MAN
WOULD
JUST ASYOUSOON
SHOOT
...
AS LOOK AT YOU

to receivetotheMullins.
spirit trophy,
Qii Omega game will play Phi according
Mu at 4p.m.
The six
all-tournament
teamfrom
will
have
members,
one
Mullins
said
Miss
Alpha
Sig
each sorority. "That
way,
will
announced atgame
half-time
nobody
goes
home
emptyofcichthebewillchampionship
whMullins.
be played Thursday at handed," said
forasthepreviously
sororities are
3:30 p.m. and will be chosen by theCoaches
samewith
the
active
members of Alpha · nounced
one
exception.anSigma
Phi.
Larry Maxwell,
Parkersburg
A
spirit
award
trophy
will be senior,
Phi Mu.
given to the sorority with the Mullinswillsaidcoach
all trophies will
most
spirit
and enthusiasm
be owing
awarded
immediately
during
theIf atournament,
said
· foll'
the
championship
Mullins.
sorority
loses
it's
first game it will still be e~ible game Thursday.

ABC Plan
3-5 years old

t,£

Here is an opportunity for you to discover the change
that takes place when the Scriptures become avital part
of your life and your home.
Try this wonderful way to memorize God's Word.
You'll be amazed how well this system works for everyone from age 3 to 103. More than 430,000 children,
young people and adults have memorized with the BMA
system during the past 30 years.

Beginner Plan
5-11 years old

Intermediate Plan
10-13 years old

Adult Plan
Collegiate Plan
Youth Plan
Agu 21 and up
18-25 yean old
11-17 yean old
THIS ANNUAL CONTEST GIVES EVERYONE THE OPPORTUNITY OF EARNING
VALUABLE AWARDS AND CAMP PRIVILEGES.

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS...

You will enroll together in the fall, each one in the Plan
which has been prepared for his age and geared to his understanding. Your individual Memory Books will be mailed with
instructions. Beginning January 19, 1974, you will recite the
required assignments to the person you choose as Hearer. He
will report your progress and you will receive your rewards.

REQUIREMENTS
Each contestant is defmitely required to memorize one com-

plete assignment each week and to recite the assignment
acceptably to alocal Hearer (any dependable adult 21 years
of age or older) at the end of each week. The specific nature of
the requirements helps the contestant to get into the work, to
stay with it and to learn the verses well enough that they can
be understood and retained.
The assignments have been designed to suit the ability of
the age level of the contestant, Memory Books are attractive,
handy in size, The verses, taken from the King James Version,
appear on the page in poetry-like style in order to make memorizing easier. Incentive rewards are sent at regular intervals
and the contest is intentionally short (15 weeks for adults,
and 12 for all others).

REWARDS

Christian books, Bible games,
plaques and recordings .ue chosen from the Reward Guide. Contestants in the regular Youth,
Intermediate, Beginner and ABC
Plans will receive areward after
each two recitations, with amore
substantial item for the fmal reward. Those in the Adult and
Collegiate Plans receive three rewards.

CAMPS

At the completion of the Contest you qualify to attend one of
the BMA camps for aweek. Here
you will pay only aregistration fee,
less than one-third of the cost.
(Minimum age for camp is nine
years as of July 1; minimum Mem- Reward Guide lists
ory Book is Beginner III.)
more than 250 ltams

ENROLL YOUR FAMILY in one of these SIX PLANS

IIIIIGLI.MEIIT RA•S AYAILAILE TODAY IRWEEN 8A.M. AND 6P.M.
IN THE LOIIY OF THE MEMORIAL STUDENT CENTER

from which to choose.

